
THE short-front-settee, fi xed-bed layout 
has established itself as a favourite. Its 
chief appeal is, naturally, to couples – but 
it’s nonetheless a four-berth; you do have 
the option of sleeping two small children on 
those short settees or turning the area into a 
double bed. Call it a two-plus-two if you like.

This layout has overtaken the standard 
end-kitchen and end-washroom two-berth in 
popularity terms. And for good reasons. Fixed 
bed luxury in a body length of only 4.7m is 
some achievement in design terms. 
The Alpine 4 continues through to 2010 with 
more specifi cation, a new look – and still with 
a sub-£11,000 price ticket. 

Specifi cation now includes a directional 
Status 530 aerial replacing last year’s 
omnidirectional type. There’s a microwave 
housing above the hob (dealers can arrange 
fi tting if you choose to buy a microwave). The 
list includes concealed positive-click catches 
on handleless locker doors – and full-length 
drop fl aps to the front lower lockers.

But there’s more in store if you choose to 
spend a little extra money. Alloy wheels and 
AL-KO Secure wheel lock receivers are part of 
a £390 Diamond Pack. Take it from us, you’ll 
want to go this extra money mile because 
those receivers can save you money. Buy 
the AL-KO lock (about £200) and you will get 
chunks off  your annual insurance bill from 
most caravan insurance specialists. The pack 
also includes something totally vital – a spare 
wheel and carrier.

Sprite Alpine 4
Ñ PRICE £10,850 Ñ www.spritecaravans.co.uk

AT A GLANCE: Take a fi xed bed layout that’s increasingly popular, give it 
some extra specifi cation and you have an extra-good package
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The Alpine 4’s new look gives it upholstery 
that uses slashes of grey and bits of nut 
brown to inject refreshing modernity into 
the ever-popular creams and browns. You 
get superbly eye-catching bronze graphics 
and raised silver wording on the exterior. 
The fridge gets a curved, silver front for 
2010, under a worksurface that’s generous 
considering the interior length is only 4.7m. 

But there’s more than silver-fronted fridge 
to woo you in style terms. We’ve always liked 
Swift’s enormous circular sinks – this year 
they go one better, they’re grey granite-
eff ect that looks top quality and top style.

The shower shares its room with the toilet. 
Just forward of the shower room is a vanity 
area that makes good of limited space.

Space, though, is a bit of an issue in the 
front of the caravan. It didn’t take us long to 
discover that, if you sit at the front of these 
settees, you have to be very careful how you 

stand up if you’re tall, otherwise you hit your 
head on the locker above. The Alpine isn’t 
alone in presenting this hazard, of course 
– you’ll fi nd the same situation in most short-
settee caravans. We think it’s fair to say that, 
once you’re aware of it, you’ll be more careful 
each time you stand up than we were during 
our day’s test! 

Light fl oods in through that lovely one-
piece window – and light of the mains 
electricity variety forms part of the new-for 
2010-décor in the form of a large square 
light between the two front head lockers. 

Anything we didn’t like about the Alpine 
4 (apart from the need to keep our heads 
down and be more careful)? There is – but it’s 
very minor. The table is housed to the right 
of the grill and oven. There’s no door on this 
compartment and we think an otherwise 
excellent package would be completed by 
this small addition. ■

Ñ OUR VERDICT
Sprite’s slogan for 2010 
is “spirit of adventure”. We 
think this lightweight, well-
priced couple-appeal model 
embodies that slogan by 
its get-up-and-go image. 
It’s almost small enough to 
be manhandled easily by a 
couple (if you want to do 
so), there’s enough lounge 
to keep you comfortable 
– and you have the luxury 
of that lovely fi xed bed. 
What more could you want 
for £10,850? Oh yes, that 
great-value Diamond Pack 
– and you’re still not much 
over £11,000.

Ñ FOR & AGAINST
PROS:
Ñ Light weight, good build quality
Ñ Lots of features for the money
CONS:
Ñ You have buy a Diamond Pack 

to get the essential spare 
wheel

Ñ That table store without a 
door!

Ñ SPECIFICATION
Axles: 1
Berths: 4
MRO: 999kg
MTPLM: 1220kg
Width: 2.23m
Overall length: 6.40m
Headroom: 1.95m A luxury look in a small, well-priced caravan

A usefully large ledge alongside the 
shower control is perfect for shampoo

The granite look sink is a defi ning 
feature of the range for 2010 

Front-opening lockers are new for 
2010, making access much easier

The grey metal-look, bow-fronted 
fridge adds to the style

Ñ Fixed bed
Ñ Short lounge with 

semi-circular coffee 
table

Ñ Offside kitchen
Ñ Rear nearside 

washroom

Ñ LAYOUT IN A NUTSHELL

Take a fi xed bed layout that’s increasingly popular, give it 
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